
QUARTERLY BUSINESS REPORT EXAMPLES

A quarterly business review is also an option to unveil hidden business opportunities. For example, if a customer shows
interest in hiring two.

The QBR will be one of the key points of participation for your executive sponsor, so participation of an
executive on your side will generally make it easier to get the sponsoring executive on the customer's side to
attend as well. Humans tend to lose interest in a presentation after the first ten minutes , which is why it is
important you have the crux mapped out in the initial summary of the QBR. The sole aim of a QBR is to
understand the potential of the business, the opportunities and markets it can tap into, and the long-term goals
that can be achieved. It might talk about the opportunity to roll your product out to additional groups or
divisions for example. How much has that value grown? By turning the territory approach into running a
business, QBRs help sales reps eliminate the valleys from their year and deliver consistent peaks quarter after
quarter. Here are five effective ways to increase executive attendance at business reviews. The face-to-face
element is very important as well! Attach supporting documentation, such as financial statements. Our PPT to
Prezi converter facilitates a smooth move from one platform to the other. Be a Storyteller: Create a storyline.
QBRs should be strategicâ€”rather than tacticalâ€”in nature. While tables are certainly efficient for comparing
amounts spent, you could also use a more unusual visual like a bubble chart:. Resist going on the defensive if
the customer brings up any issues or challenges. But I know other companies that use longer sprints, like
two-week or month-long sprints. Choose the PowerPoint templates , structure and elements that will be used
to create the QBR presentation. You can read more about the nitty gritty of how to conduct a QBR in this
article , but as far as what that structure is, here are a few basic guidelines: Create an agenda and make sure all
attending parties receive it well ahead of the meeting time. Say goodbye to confining slide designs and enjoy
the freedom of Prezi's presentation templates. These are the customers who needâ€”and deserveâ€”the special
attention from you and from your company. If your company offers multiple products, how many of them
does the customer use? Q: Is a QBR an on-site? Transform the way you communicate with your audience. At
Venngage, we use a weekly sprint to plan, execute and analyze our growth experiments. For example, this
one-slide market research report identifies the demographics of the survey participants. Again, focus on the
positives, and turn conversations about problems into conversations about solutions. Those kinds of goals will
translate to your QBRs and that executive meeting is a great opportunity to move the customer in the direction
you desire. These representations are ideal for summarizing strong numeric information.


